
Hello everybody !
I'm not fluent in English but I tried to translate this post for once ;)
Enjoy ! 

Miraculous, here's the name of one of the most popular animation show these months ! Created and 
developped by the french Thomas Astruc, the broadcasting started only in Fall 2015. But how can 
we explain such a popularity ? In this post I'll describe you the reasons why, according to me, 
Ladybug is this successful (and deserve to be).

Luck as power
Let's start with the beginning : What is Miraculous all about ? A small summary with the english 
opening :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmnlGKBOo1w

Let's forget for a seconf that the show is broadcasted on Tfou (a french show for the 6-10 years old, 
yes it's difficult mentally speaking) and let's describe the scenario :

Marinette lives in Paris and is in love with Adrien, a boy from her class. In brief, a normal girl. But 
she can transform into Miraculous Ladybug, a super-heroine who fights “akuma” (the japanese for 
devil) with Chat Noir on her side, who's in love with her and who's Adrien in the real life.

Pretty much simple isn't it ? A scenario made again and again in magical girls shows (Pretty 
Guardian Sailor Moon, Tokyo Mew Mew,...)
But what makes Ladybug special are its characters originality. I'll come back later with their 
personality, now I'm going to speak about their interesting powers. As suggested by their names, 
Chat Noir (black cat) brings misfortune whereas Ladybug (which his a symbol of luck here in 
France) has luck. Their powers are developped around these points : on the one hand Chat Noir 
destroys everything with his “Cataclysme”, Ladybug brings a random accessory (from a ball to a 
cash register, yes you read right) with her “Lucky Charm”. Thus she must be clever and fastly 
realize how to use the thing she received. Original superpowers especially because they can be used
only one time per transformation and the hero have then very little time before their real identities 
show up. If Chat Noir would like to know who Ladybug is, she don't want to at all.

Developed characters :
I truly think that characters are one of the most important point in Ladybug's success :

First we have Marinette Dupain-Cheng (like the French for bread “pain”) is a really touching 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rmnlGKBOo1w


character. She's very shy in front of Adrien and clumsy, but always nice and generous with others. 
She loves mode and is very cheerful. Being Ladybug makes her overcome her defaults, she's more 
talkative and strong physically and mentally, she has indeed more self-confidence.

Then Adrien Agreste, son of a famous stylist, has lost his mother recently (we still don't know why) 
and stays alone at home. Indeed, his father doesn't take care of him at all. Though he works for his 
father as a model and does everything to be perfect in his eyes (he learns chinese, does fencing,...). 
Moreover he hides the fact that he feels alone when he's with his friends. When he becomes Chat 
Noir he can do all the things that his fathers forbids him : I.e behave as it want to. It includes flirting
with Ladybug as much as he wish to, in order to put on the “fangirl” / “fanboy” alarm.

We do ignore very much elements about their lives yet but one thing is sure : they are a splendid 
duo. Whether it is a comical one or a tragical one, we love seeing them together and we ask again 
for it. For instance, in the Ladybug-Chat Noir duo, we have a free Adrien who can say whatever he 
wants and do all the bad puns he wants and a serious Ladybug who tries to improve the situation. To
make it short, we love them !

Then the recurring characters and “akumatised” are very linked to each other...because they're 
identical.



Nino, Adrien's best
friend

Alya, Marinette's best friend

These are evils we know they aren't guilty, they were only once seduces by the akuma's darkness. 
They get each episode more and more original powers, which allows not to obtain the strict same 
scheme at each episode. The characters are more or less developed at first, we can also feel some 
empathy for them. However we always know what happened to them after the episode because we 
often meet them in the others episodes. That's an aspect that I like very much because the characters
in the background aren't just left : we meet their families, we see them on another point of 
view...Thus we can presume that every character in the show will, sooner or later, be akumatised

Paris, a “fully-fledged character” :
Here's the video where a Ladybug staff member said this : (at 2:42)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=161&v=Rj3H5Y0Kiyo

The story indeed takes place in Paris, an international city known in part for her cultural capital. As 
you can see in the video, all the architectural characteristic from Paris are used : Hausmann's 
buildings, museums and other known places like the Eiffel tower or Notre-Dame de Paris. A faithful
background which make us want to discover new places in the capital city, or the capital itself. As a 
matter of fact, many events rely on the places, like the Pharaoh's awakening in the “Pyramide du 
Louvres”,...which humanize the city. Moreover the main characters are symbols of the French 
clichés : their father are stylist for one, baker for the other. But there's another aspect of Paris and 
France in general which is represented in this show. None of the characters have de same 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=161&v=Rj3H5Y0Kiyo


morphology and more precisely none of them share the same origins. It is a great symbol of cultural
diversity, open-minding and cosmopolitanism. Today, more and more series (animated or not) 
highlights the fact that all humans beings are different and identical at the same time, and I think it 
is an awesome initiative. Maybe this isn't made this way, after all, it's supposed to be normal !

An international project :

Ladybug's success isn't only thanks to its characters and background, though it would be great, it is 
also because the show is broadcasted all around the world (according to a French magazine, Le 
Figaro, it would be broadcasted in 150 countries). Here's a video showing the opening all around 
the world :

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_k0alefLd9M

But that's also because the show was developed by different studios from different courntries. From 
Toei in Japan (which would do the 2D version for an OVA) to Zagtoon in France, this show is 
simply the result of a high-level international production. All of this to obtain the show we can now 
see on our screens.

The Miraculers, a new community
(I used to called them Ladybloubs, I found it cute XD)

This show was first a kid show, although the heroes are between 14 and 16 years old depending on 
the version, but after all it's especially the 15-25 years old who transformed the project : cracks, 
fanfictions, blogs, drawings, cosplays, forums, tumblrs and theories are massively available on the 
Internet.
And with a creation come another and another,...The Ladybug's madness was taken over by the 
animation fan on Internet, for example, the French opening is the most viewed video of TF1 (one of
the biggest french channel).
To complete this, Thomas Astruc is really nice with the Miraculers, he responds and shares their 
works on his Twitter (here)  and also shares some of his work : some sketches or old trailers :

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KoXav4p8zJ4

To sum it up :
If Miraculous Ladybug is this famous, is because it's a show for everyone no matter what age or 
where they come from on the Earth, its wonderful designs and backgrounds, its ultra-touching 
characters and its community which enlarges the show diffusion. It's maybe too early to speak about
a real Phenomenon with a great P but one thing is sure : for the moment Internet won't forget 
Ladybug.

https://twitter.com/Thomas_Astruc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_k0alefLd9M
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